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Anti-Money Laundering and Combating Financing of Terrorism Guidelines for
Designated Non-Financial Business and Professions (DNFBPs)

Definitions

1. In these guidelines, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context,-
(a) "Accountants" means sole practitioners, partners or employed professionals within

professional firms when they prepare for or carry out transactions for their client
concerning buying and selling of real estate; managing of client money, securities or
other assets; management of bank, savings or securities accounts; organisation of
contributions for the creation, operation or management of companies; creation,
operation or management of legal persons or arrangements, and buying and selling of
business entities.
Explanation:- The term "Accountants" is not meant to refer to 'internal' professionals
that are employees of other types of businesses, nor to professionals working for
government agencies, who may already be subject to AMLlCFT measures.

(b) "AML Act" means the Anti-money Laundering Act, 2010 (VII 0(2010);
(c) "AML & CFT Regulator/Supervisor" means designated regulatory or supervisory

authority for relevant DNFBPs who are members of it, or regulated or supervised by it.
(d) "Beneficial owner" means the natural person who ultimately owns or controls a

customer or the person on whose behalf a transaction is being conducted and includes
legal heir(s) and the person who exercise ultimate effective control over a person;

(e) "Customer Due Diligence" or CDD means
a) identifying the customer and verifying the customer's identity on the basis of

documents, data or information obtained from customer and/or from reliable and
independent sources;

b) lidentifying\where thert;! is a.b.ent;!ficial.ol-V.ner.\Vho.isnot the .cust()n1t;!r,th.e.bel1e~c.i~I.... ··~mented [AI-S(l]: COD10.5-------~owner and taking adequate measures, to verify his identity so that the DNFBP is
satisfied that it knows who the beneficial owner is, including, in the case of a legal
person, trust or similar legal arrangement, measures to understand the ownership
and control structure of the person, trust or arrangement;

c) understanding and, as appropriate, obtaining information on the purpose and
intended nature of the business relationship; and

d) monitoring of accounts/ transactions on ongoing basis to ensure that the transactions
being conducted are consistent with the DNFBP's knowledge of the customer, their
business and risk profile, including, where necessary, the source of funds and,
updating records and datal information to take prompt action when there is material
departure from usual and expected activity through regular matching with
information already available with the DNFBP.

(f) "CTR" means report on currency transactions exceeding such amount as may be
specified by the National Executive Committee by notification in the official Gazette.
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(g) "Dealers of Precious Metals / Stones" means Dealers of Precious Metals / Stones
when dealing in cash transactions with customers equal to or above a certain threshold.

(h) "Enhanced Due Diligence" or EDD means diligence in addition to CDD and may be
carried out in case of high risk customers;

(i) "FMU" means the Financial Monitoring Unit established under section 6 of the AML
Act;

U) "Lawyers and legal professionals" means sole practitioners, partners or employed
professionals within professional firms when they prepare for or carry out transactions
for their client concerning buying and selling of real estate: managing of client money,
securities or other assets; management of bank, savings or securities accounts;
organisation of contributions for the creation, operation or management of companies;
creation, operation or management of legal persons or arrangements, and buying and
selling of business entities.
Explanation:- The term "Lawyers and legal professionals" is not meant to refer to
'internal' professionals that are employees of other types of businesses, nor to
professionals working for government agencies, who may already be subject to
AMLlCFT measures.

(k) "Legal Person" means body of persons or an entity (as a corporation, Non-Profit
Organization (NPO), Non-Governmental Organization (NGO), Trust, Charity,
Society, Association, club etc., established under any law and considered as having
many of the rights and responsibilities ofa natural person and especially the capacity
to sue and be sued;

(I) "DNFBPs" means Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions as defined in
the AML Act.

(m)"Person" includes an individual, association, authority, company, firm, institutions,
partnership, society, trust or other entities;

(n) "Politically exposed persons" or "PEPs" means any person entrusted with a prominent
public function by the State of Pakistan, a foreign country or an international
organization and includes Heads of state or government, and members and senior
officials of legislature, judiciary, executive, military and regulatory authorities, and
senior executives of corporations, departments or bodies that are owned or controlled
by the state;

(0) "Real Estate Agents" means Real Estate Agents when they are involved in
transactions for client concerning the buying and selling of real estate.

(p) "Risk" refers to risk associated with money laundering, financing of terrorism and
proliferation finance;

(q) "STR" means the report on suspicious transaction specified under Section 7 of the
AML Act 2010.
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AML & eFT Regulator/Supervisor

2. [rh~ AMi.....&..C:fTIZegu}~t()r/S.up'ervis.o~·,. s.hall. ~nsLJre..coll1plia.nc~. oX .P."!'lF.!3Ps. \Vit~ .the...
provisions and obligations specified by the AML Act 20 I0 and the Regulations issued there
under on a risk-based approach having a clear understanding of the money laundering and
terrorist financing risks: (a) present in the country; and (b) associated with the type of
DNr-BP and their customers, products and services.

3. [rh~ AM L.CrrRegulator/Supervisor, .shalllla\,e Inech.anislll.to .conln.ltln.i.~at~.~.esigna.ti()Ils ...
to the DNFBPs immediately upon taking such action and provide clear guidance to
DNr-BPs that may be holding targeted funds or other assets, on their obligations in taking
action under freezing mechanisms, without delay, to comply with United Nations Security
Counci I Resolutions.

4. [rhe.. ArvIL. 8t... C.r-:r .IZegulat()r/S.upervisor. sh.all. pre\ieI1t. c;ri.ll1in(lls..as. ylell ..as. persClns.
proscribed and their known associates as designated under United Nations (Security
Council) Act 1948 and/or Anti-Terrorism Act 1997 from becoming professionally
accredited or management function in or becoming a beneficial owner of DNr-BP.

5. [rh~AML & eFT Re.gu.lator/Superviso.r,.shallesti\blisll. risk based guiclelit)es, pro"ide
feedback and ensure that DNFBP applies AMLI CFT measures and in particular detecting
and reporting ofSTRs to FMU.

Commented [AI·S(2): RegulationandsupervisionR28.2
28.3

Commented [AI-S(3): R-6and7-TargetedFinancial
Sanctions Terrorism Financing and Proliferation finance

. Commented [AI-S(4): RegulationsandsupervisionR28.4

Commented [AI-S(S]: GuidanceandfeedbackR 34

6. [rhe. AMi....& CFTR.egulatClr/Supervisor,. sllall. eI1sure. tl1at. a. ,range of. proportionate and ..... ' ( Commented [AI-S(6]: SanctionsR35

dissuasive sanctions are available to deal with DNFBPs, their directors and senior
management that fail to comply with AML & CFT obligations.

7. The AML & CFT Regulator/Supervisor, shall ensure that DNFBP have in place procedures
and internal controls for ascertaining beneficial ownership, carrying out CDD measures,
EDD measures where required, AMLlCFT Obligations under laws and record keeping.

Risk Assessment and Mitigation

8. Irh~ [)NFB~ssh.alltakeappropriat~steps t() ideIltify, a.ssess, andunderstandtheir' tvli.../TF ( Commented [AI-S(7): RBS1.10

risks (for customers, countries or geographic areas; and products, services, transactions or
delivery channels). This includes being required to:
(a) document their risk assessments;
(b) consider all the relevant risk factors before determining what is the level of overall risk

and the appropriate level and type of mitigation to be appliecl;
(c) keep these assessments up to date; and
(d) have appropriate mechanisms to provide risk assessment information to AML & CFT

Regu later/Supervisor.
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9. :rh~DNFBPsshall
(a) have policies, controls and procedures, which are approved by senior management, to

enable them to manage and mitigate the risks that have been identified by National Risk
Assessment, AML & CFT Regulator/Supervisor and its own risk assessment;

(b) monitor the implementation of those controls and to enhance them if necessary; and
(c) take enhanced measures to manage and mitigate the risks where higher risks are

identified.

Customer Due Diligence (CDD)/ Beneficial Ownership

I O. rrh~pN. fl3P shallnot establish ormaintain busifless. relationship through/under .an()nynl()us.
or numbered or fictitious names.

I I. The DNFBPs should be required to comply with the COD requirements set out in F ;\TF
Recommendation 10 in the following situations:
a) Real estate agents - when they are involved in transactions for a client concerning the

buying and selling of real estate.
b) Dealers in precious metals and dealers in precious stones - when they engage in any

cash transaction with a customer equal to or above Two Million Pakistan Rupees.
c) Lawyers, notaries, other independent legal professionals and accountants when they

prepare for, or carry out, transactions for their client concerning the following
activities:
• buying and selling of real estate;

• managing of cl ient money, securities or other assets;

• management of bank, savings or securities accounts;

• organisation of contributions for the creation, operation or management of
companies:

• creating, operating or management of legal persons or arrangements, and buying
and selling of business entities.

d) Trust and company service providers when they prepare for or carry out transactions
for a client concerning the following activities:
• acting as a formation agent of legal persons:

acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a director or secretary of a
company, a partner of a partnership, or a similar position in relation to other legal
persons;

• providing a registered office, business address or accommodation, correspondence
or administrative address for a company, a partnership or any other legal person or
arrangement;

• acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a trustee of an express trust or
performing the equivalent function for another form of legal arrangement;

acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a nominee shareholder for
another person.
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12. ~I~ relation to legalpersons a["jd.legalarrangemerus, th.e [)]\jfBP shall:~.. . ( Commented [AI-S(l 1]: COD 10.8, 10.9, 10.10

(a) take all reasonable measures to identify and verify (i) the ownership and control
structure of the customer and (ii) the natural persons who ultimately own or control the
customer;

(b) obtain information about the purpose and intended nature of their business relationship
(c) identify the customer and verify its identity through the following information: (i)

name, legal form and proof of existence; (ii) the powers that regulate and bind the legal
person or arrangement, as well as the names of the relevant persons having a senior
management position in the legal person or arrangement;

(d) obtain the identity of the natural person(s) who ultimately has a controlling ownership
interest in a legal person

(e) to the extent that there is doubt under (d) as to whether the person(s) with the controlling
ownership interest is the beneficial owner(s) or where no natural person exerts control
through ownership interests, the identity of the natural person(s) (if any) exercising
control of the legal person or arrangement through other means; and

(f) where no natural person is identified under (d) or (e) above, the identity of the relevant
natural person who holds the position of senior managing official

(g) the DNFBP shall identify and take reasonable measures to verify the identity of
beneficial owners through the following information: (i) for trusts, the identity of the
settlor, the trustee(s), the protector (if any), the beneficiaries or class of beneficiaries,
and any other natural person exercising ultimate effective control over the trust
(including through a chain of control/ownership); (ii) for other types of legal
arrangements, the identity of persons in equivalent or similar positions.

13. frhe ~(:ri.ficationof the jde.ntity0.f <:ust~nle.rs .and .b(':n(':fi.cial.o\vners (whether perlnan.ent. or ( Commented [AI-S(l2]: COD 10.3

occasional, and whether natural or legal person or legal arrangement), shall be completed
before business relations are established by DNFBP.

14. frhc NIFBP .shall "eri fy' ielelltity. .d~cLlnlcllts. of tIle. c.Usto.lllers.frorn..relevant !luthorities. and.
bodies and where necessary, use other reliable, independent sources and retain copies of all
reference documents used for identification and verification.

[Commented [AI-S(ll]: COD R 10.3 ~~--~~~-------~

15. ~Vhe¥ theclJstoI11er.isrepresente.d. ~Y.an ..authorized .agent orrepres\,:ntati"e,. ()r. \V!1ere ( Commented [AI-S(l4]: COD R lOA

customer is a legal person, the DNFBP shall identify the natural persons who act on behalf
of the customer and verify the identity of such persons and the authority of such natural
persons shall be verified through documentary evidence, including specimen signature of
the persons so authorized.

16. nere beneficial O\Vllers. is .di ffer(':nt. from the clJstolller. a.lI.!·e.as~n(jble.1l1ea.sl}r(':s.sh.a\I .b~..... ' ·1Commented [AI-S(1S]: COD R 10.5

taken to obtain information t.o identify and verify the identity of the beneficial owners using
relevant information or data obtained from a reliable source, to the satisfaction of the
DNFBP.
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17. [rhe i[)N.fBP shouldun~erstCln~ and, CIs.approptiate, obtaininformation Oil,. the purpose and... . [ Commented [AI-S(16]: CDD R10.6

intended nature of the business relationship.

18. iTh~. [)N.FBj> shall conduct .ongoing .due dil ig(:Jl(;eon the business relationship, incIlIding:.
(a) scrutinising transactions undertaken throughout the course of that relationship to ensure

that the transactions being conducted are consistent with the DNFBP's knowledge of
the customer, their business and risk profile, including where necessary, the source of
funds; and

(b) ensuring that documents, data or information collected under the COD process is kept
up-to-date and relevant, by undertaking reviews of existing records, particularly for
higher risk categories of customers.

19. The DNFBP will maintain a list of all such customers where the business relationship
needed to be closed on account of negative verification.

20. [rhd, DNfBPsha11 pa)' specialattention to riskassessment .pri()r .to thelaunch o.r llse. oX new ...
products, practices and technologies and take appropriate measures to manage and mitigate
the risk.

21. [Ihe iDNFBj> shall perform. the C:[)O..Jl1eClsur.esin rc:ICltionto. its existing. customerso.n the
basis of materiality and risk, and to conduct due diligence on such existing relationships at
appropriate times, taking into account whether and when COD measures have previously
been undertaken and the adequacy of data obtained.

22. DNFBP shall perform Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD). where the MLlTFrisks are higher.

23. 'Th~ D.Nf.BP shall.apply'Ep[)~ .proportio.natetoth~. risks of. business relationships and
transactions with natural and legal persons, countries! geographies, channels, products,
typologies identified as high risk by FATF, National Risk Assessment, AML & CFT
Supervisor and its own risk assessment.

24. iThd DNF13P shall. apply. countermeasuresproportionate to. the risks. for jurisdictions for
which this is called for by the FATF and apply appropriate additional measures to manage
the MLlTF risks, and inform their home supervisors.

25. The DNFBP shall ensure that EDD is performed in case of customers with FATF High
Risk jurisdictions or countries that are susceptible to proliferation financing.

26.]11 relation. topoliticallyexposecl persons(~~Ps~ and their close associates or family.
members, the DNFBP shall:
(a) implement appropriate internal policies, procedures and controls to determine if a

customer or beneficial owner is a PEP:
(b) obtain approval from the senior management to establish or continue business relations

where the customer or a beneficial owner is a PEP or subsequently becomes a PEP;
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(c) take reasonable measures to establish the source of wealth and the source of funds of
customers and beneficial owners identified as PEPs; and

(d) conduct enhanced monitoring of business relations with the customer.

27. In relation to non-governmental organizations (NGOs), non-profit organizations (NPOs)
and charities, the DNFBP shall:
(a) conduct EDD of the customer;
(b) ensure that the business relationship may not be used for unlawful objects;
(c) issue the instruments in the name of the relevant NGO, NPO or charity, as given in its

constituent documents;
(d) conduct EDD of the authorized agents or representatives as well as members of the

governing body of the Trust, NGO, NPO or charity.
(e) ensure that the authorized agents or representatives as well as members of the

governing body of any Trust, NGO, NPO or charity having existing relationship are
not affiliated with any proscribed or designated individual or entity, whether under the
same name or a different name. In case of any positive match, DNFBP should consider
file STR and take actions as per law.

28. DN FBPlnlC\yrely (In.a t\l.ir~party' to .COIlduct~PP o.n.its .b~.halfpr.ov.ideq thatD.N.F.i3p..~aJl:-..
(a) immediately obtains the necessary information relating to identification of the

customer, identification of the beneficial owner and/or the nature of business of the
customer;

(b) take steps to satisfy itself that copies of identification data and other relevant
documentation relating to CDD requirements will be made available from the third
party upon request without delay;

(c) satisfy itself that the third party is regulated, and supervised or monitored for, and has
measures in place for compliance with, CDD and record-keeping requirements in line
with these guidelines; and

(d) maintain datal information confidentiality and non-disclosure agreement with the third
party.

(e) when determining in which countries the third party that meets the conditions can be
based, regulated person should have regard to information available on the level of
country risk.

Commented [AI-S(24]: Third Party Rl7.l, R17.2

AML, CFT and TFS Obligations

29. ~~DNFBP suspects orhasreasonable .grounds .to .suspe<;t.that funds a.~e th.eproc~ed.s. oX. ( Commented [AI-S(2S]: STRs R20.l

money laundering, terrorist financing, proliferation financing or other criminal activity, it
should report promptly its suspicions (STR) to FMU.

30. [rhe, PN..FI3P sllall. report l1II.suspicio.us. tra.n?Cl.ctiolls!i.ncIu~.ingattenlpt~d transactions, to.... (Commented [AI-S(26]: STRs R20.2

FMU, regardless of the amount of the transaction.
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31. ~n case where DNFBP isnotableto satisfactorily complete required COD measures,
business relationship should not be established or any service provided or exiting
relationship terminated and filing of STR may be considered.

32. iln cases where the DNFBP form a .suspicionof money laundering or terrorist financing and
they reasonably believe that performing the COD process will tip-off the customer they are
permitted not to pursue COD process, and instead file an STR with FMU.

33. The DNFBP shall generate CTR for every cash transaction of two million rupees and above
or any other threshold notified by the Federal Government pursuant to the AML Act.

34. The basis of decision to file an STR with FMU shall be documented and kept on record
together with all internal findings in relation to the suspicion.

35. The DNFBP shall utilize all available avenues such as expertise/ experience, market
knowledge, history and profile of the customers and any available pattern of transactions
and shall examine the background of these transactions, as far as possible, and if suitable,
shall generate the STR to the concerned authorities.

36. The DNFBP shall ensure implementation ofTargetecl,Financial SanctioTls to_comply with.
United Nations Security Council Resolutions (UNSCRs). The DNFBP shall not provide
any services to the individuals and entities and to those persons who are associated with
such individuals and entities, whether under the proscribed or designated name, or with a
different name proscribed under the UNSCRs.

37. ;rh~01'-JfI3Ps shallreportto _AML 8L c::Fl:ReglllatorlSupervisor any assets_ fr()ze_noracti()ns _.
taken in compliance with the prohibition requirements of the relevant UNSCRs, including
attempted transactions.

38. The DNFBP shall monitor all its new and existing relationships on a continuous basis and
ensure that no relationship with the proscribed or designated, individuals and entities exists
and where. any such relationship is found, the same should be immediately reported to
FMU through STR and other actions shall be taken as per the applicable law.

39. [Ihe DNFI3P,itsdirectors,officers and employees shall not discloseto any personthefact
of tiling ofa STR or CTR with FMU, except where so required by law.

I nternal Controls

40. The DNFBP, including its owners, directors and management, shall comply with the
provisions and implement appropriate procedures and internal controls to meet the
obligations specified by the AML Act 20 I0, United Nations (Security Council) Act 1948,
Anti-Terrorism Act 1997 and the Regulations issued thereunder.
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41.lrh~.PN..~l3flsshalli-'llple-'l1el1tgr()up':v{id_epr()grll'llrn_e~_ againsU"'V:rF. ':,:ith _regar~_to_the Commented [AI-Se32]: Internal Controls R18_1R18_2

MLlTF risks and the size of the business, which should be applicable, and appropriate to,
all branches and majority-owned subsidiaries of the financial group:
(a) compliance management arrangements (including the appointment of a compliance

officer at the management level);
(b) screening procedures to ensure high standards when hiring employees;
(c) policies and procedures for sharing information required for the purposes of COD and

MLlTF risk management;
(d) the provision, at group-level compliance, audit, and/or AMLlCFT functions, of

customer, account, and transaction information from branches and subsidiaries when
necessary for AMLlCFT purposes. This should include information and analysis of
transactions or activities which appear unusual (if such analysis was done). Similarly
branches and subsidiaries should receive such information from these group-level
functions when relevant and appropriate to risk management;

(e) adequate safeguards on the confidentiality and use of information exchanged, including
safeguards to prevent tipping-off;

(I) an ongoing employee training programme; and
(g) an independent audit function to test the system.

42.lrh~_ P~.FBPsshall_ellsur_e, th,at, thei_r_foreign b_ranches_1\n~_lnajoritY-,o\"'I~~~_su_bsidiaries_'.'. -' Commented [AI-5(33]: Internal Controls 18.3

apply AMLlCFT measures consistent with Pakistan requirements where the minimum
AMLlCFT requirements are less strict than Pakistan, to the extent that host country laws.
If the foreign country does not permit the proper implementation of AMLlCFT measures
consistent with that of Pakistan requirements, financial groups should to apply appropriate
additional measures to manage the MLlTF risks, and inform their home supervisors.

Record Keeping

43.lrhe ONFBP shall maintain all necessary records of transactions, both domestic and
international, including the results of any scrutiny or analysis for a minimum period as
specified but not less than ten years from completion of the transaction.l., ___ ____ Commented [AI-5(34]: Record Keeping Rll_l

44.lrhe records shall be sufficient to permit reconstruction of individual transactions including
the nature and date of the transaction, the type and amount of currency involved and the
customer involved in the transactions so as to provide, when necessary, evidence for
prosecution of criminal activity. I ' _- . Commented [AI-5(35]: Record Keeping Rll.3

45. The records may be maintained in paper or electronic form or on microfilm, provided it is
admissible as evidence in a court of law.

46. [I'he records of identification data obtained through COOl EOO process, including copies
of identification documents, application forms, verification documents and other
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documents along with business correspondence, and results of any analysis undertaken
shall be maintained for a minimum period of ten years after the business relationship is
terminated]

47. The ONFBP shall retain such records lor longer periods of time where transactions,
customers or instruments are involved in litigation or the same are required by a Court of
law or other competent authority.

48. The ONFBP shall satisfy, on timely basis. any enquiry or order from the relevant AML &
CFT Supervisor, including designated Law Enforcement Agencies and FMU, for supply of
COO information and transaction records as per law. 1

*****
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